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Abstract 
We consider a class of graphs on n vertices, called (d,f)-arrangeable graphs. This class of 
graphs contains all graphs of bounded egree d, and all df-arrangeable graphs, a class introduced 
by Chen and Schelp in 1993. In 1992, a variation of the Regularity Lemma of Szemer6di was 
introduced by Eaton and RSdl. As an application of this lemma, we give a linear upper bound, 
c(d, f)n, for the Rarnsey number of graphs in this class, where log 2 log 2 c(d, f )  = 24df 5. 
This improves the earlier result, given in 1983 by Chv~tal et al. of a linear bound on the 
Ramsey number of graphs with bounded egree d, where the constant erm was more that a 
tower of d 2's, and later extended by Chen and Schelp to include d-arrangeable graphs. (~) 1998 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
I f  F, G, and H are graphs, we write F~(G,H)  when the following condition is 
satisfied: I f  the edges of F are colored in any fashion with two colors, say red and 
blue, then either the red subgraph contains a copy of G or the blue subgraph a copy 
of H. It follows easily from Ramsey's theorem that for every pair (G,H) there is a 
least positive integer m such that K,,---~(G,H). The integer m is called the Ramsey 
number and is denoted by r(G, H) and by r(G) when G = H. We indicate the maximum 
degree of a graph G by A(G) and we will denote the linear edge density of G by 
p(G) where p(G)<~p if and only if for any subgraph G' ~<G, the average degree of 
the vertices in G' is at most p. Also, we make use of  the notation, [k] = {1,2 . . . . .  k} 
and [k] <~p -- {S C [k]: ISI ~p}.  
In 1973, Burr and Erd6s [1] made the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1.1. For each positive integer p, there exists a constant c (depending only 
on p) so that if G is a graph on n vertices with p(G)<<.p, then r(G)<<.cn. 
A weakened version of  this conjecture was proved in [3]. 
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Theorem 1.1. For each positive integer d, there ex&ts a constant c = c(d) so that if 
G is a graph on n vertices with A(G)<<,d then 
r( G ) <<. cn. 
In [2], Chen and Schelp noticed that the proof of Theorem 1.1 given in [3] yields a 
more general statement. They introduced a class of graphs called p-arrangeable graphs 
(see Definition 2.2) which contains the class of graphs with bounded degree. They 
proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. (a) For every integer p, there exists a constant cl(p) such that 
r(G) <. cl (p)n 
for every p-arrangeable graph G. 
(b) The class of 761-arrangeable graphs contains all planar graphs. 
A recent result of Rtdl and Thomas extends part (b) in some sense. The class of p8 
arrangeable graphs contains all graphs which do not contain a Kp-subdivision. Thus, 
by part (a) of Theorem 1.2, the following holds: 
Theorem 1.3. For every p, there exists c2(p)=c l (p  8) such that r(G)<~c2(p)n for 
all graphs G not containing a Kp-subdivision. 
Note that the constants of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are obtained by using the Szemertdi 
Regularity Lemma, [9], which provides a constant of undesirable size, so that the 
constant c=c(d)  of Theorem 1.1, for instance, is a tower of height more than d. 
The aim of this paper is to give a better bound on c(d), cl(p), and c2(p). In 
particular, we show that if G is a graph with maximum degree d then the constant c(d) 
in Theorem 1.1 can be improved to log log c(d)<30d. We give similar improvements 
to cl(p) and c2(p) as well. These results are given by Theorem 2.3, which is stated 
in Section 2 and proved in Section 4. 
Our approach is based on a variant of the Regularity Lemma of Szemertdi. This 
new lemma was introduced in [6] by Eaton and Rtdl. It was used in [5] and later in 
[4]. The lemma and its proof are given here, in Section 3 for completeness. 
2. Results 
We use the following notation in the next two definitions. 
Let G be a graph with ordered vertex set V=(1,2, . . . ,n) .  For vE V, let N(v)= 
{xE V:x is adjacent to v) and for A,BC_ V, let NB(A)=(UveAN(v))MB. If A is a 
single vertex, v, we use the notation N(v) rather than N({v}). Also, let Li = {1,2 . . . . .  i} 
and g i = { i  q- 1, i + 2 . . . . .  n}. 
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The following is a slight modification of the definition of p-arrangeable introduced 
in [2]. 
Definition 2.1. The graph G is (d, f)-arrangeable if there exists an ordering of the 
vertices of G, say V=(1,2 .. . . .  n) so that for every iC[n], 
1. [NL,(i)I <<.d and 
2. ]{Nr,(j): j~NR,(i)}I<<.f. 
(The second condition means that the number of distinct sets of the form NL,(j), 
over all j ENR,(i) is bounded by f . )  The following similar concept was introduced 
in [2]. 
Definition 2.2. The graph G is called p-arrangeable if there exists an ordering of the 
vertices of G, V=(1,2 .. . . .  n) such that for each iE [n -  1]. 
[Nt,(NR,(i))I <~ p. 
The following proposition follows easily from Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. 
Proposition 2.1. I f  a graph G is d-arranoeable then it is (d,2d-l)-arrangeable and 
if it is (d,f)-arranoeable then it is (d.f)-arranoeable. 
Theorem 2.3. (a) Let G be a (d,f)-arrangeable graph on n vertices, then 
r(G) <~ c(d, f)n, 
where log 2 c(d, f )  <224df5. 
(b) I f  A(G)<<,D then 
r( G) <~ c(D )n, 
where log z c(D) <~230D. 
The reason we use Definition 2.1 rather than Definition 2.2 is to give an explicit 
form to the constant in Theorem 2.3. Note that the theorem yields, log 2 log 2 cl(p)<~ 
24p25~p-1) and thus log21og2c2(p)<~24p825~p8-1), where cl(p) and c2(p) are the 
constants from Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. 
3. A Regularity Lemma 
We include in this section the Regularity Lemma, introduced in [6], which is a 
variant of the Regularity Lemma of Szemer~di [9]. 
We consider a collection of k-partite, k-uniform hypergraphs, (V; gl, gz . . . . .  gz) and 
establish the existence of a partition of the edge set of the complete k-partite, k-uniform 
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hypergraph on V so that each class in the partition is in some sense regular with respect 
to each hypergraph, (V, gi). 
To state these concepts precisely, we need some preliminary definitions. Let ~,~gk(N) = 
(V, g),  be the complete k-partite, k-uniform hypergraph on V = V1 U Vz U- . .  U l~, where 
]V/ I=N for all iE[k] and o~=V1 x Vz x . . -×  l~. A cylinder on V is a subset, off, 
of  g such that o,~ = W1 x W2 × ""  x Wk where W/C_ V/for all i E [k]. We refer to the 
subset W/of  the vertex set of ~ as V/(o,~(). 
Let (V,~-) be any k-partite, k-uniform hypergraph and ~ a cylinder on the vertex 
set V. The density of ~ on o,~ is given by 
d, r (~)  = - -  
lYCl 
For a cylinder oft" = V~ × . . .  × I~ a p-subcylinder At '=  W~ × -..  × W~ is a subset 
of  ~{" such that 
1. ~ C_ Vii, for all i ~ [k] and 
2. W/= V/, for all but at most p indices i. 
Definition 3.1. Let e>0 and 2<<.p~k. We say that ~ is (e,p)-regular on o,~ if 
Id~r(~) - d~, ( : ) l  ~<c 
for all p-subcylinders :¢g'= W1 x . . .  × Wk which satisfy I W, I ~>EI v,I for all i E [k]. 
Otherwise, there exists a set J E [k] <p and )g"= g¢] x . . .  x Wk, such that (VjEJ, 
Wj C_ Vj.(gU) and IwA ~>elvA~oI), (Vj ~ J, Wj = Vj) and 
Id~-(~') - d~(~) l  >~. 
In such a case, we say that ~- is (~,p)-irreffular on A( and the p-subcylinder, 
At'  = W1 x . . .  x W~, is a witness to the irregularity of ~- on ~.  
If  k = 2, this is equivalent o the more familiar definition of e-regularity: Let 
be a graph. IfA,BC_ V(~) ,  AnB=O,  then the density d(A,B) of the pair (A,B) is 
(e(A,B)/IA]. [B]) where e(A,B) is the number of edges in ~- jo in ing vertices of A to 
those of B. For a positive real number ~ the pair of  (A,B) is said to be e-regular if 
whenever A' CA and B' C B with IA'I ~>elAI and tB'I ~>elBI, then 
l a (A ' ,~ ' )  - d (A ,B) I  <<. ~. 
Proposition 3.1. I f  a hypergraph ~-f is (e, p)-irregular on a cylinder ~r then a witness 
J, o,~ff ' = ~ × ...  x Wk may always be chosen so that for each j E J, 
~1 vA~) l  ~< I~1~ (1 - ~)1 vA~) l .  
Proof. Assume 
I.~n ~'1 15 n YCl > - -  
I~'1 I~1 
+~ 
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and for some j E J ,  IW:l=(1 - 8)IVA~)I, where 0<5<e.  We select and cast 
away (e -  8)IVj(J~) [ vertices of Wj which are contained in at most I~n )~" l (e -  8) 
edges of ~- ~ o,ug ' to obtain a subset WjIC_ Wj with IW/l=(1 -~)lV:(~)l.  Set ~"= 
w~ ×. . .  × w~_l × w/× w~+l ×. . .×  eel. 
Thus, 
I.~n*"l/> I~n.,~'lO-e+8) 
and 
IX"l = I~'1(1 -e÷8) ,  
giving the inequalities, 
I :n~" l  I :n~' l  I,~n~l 
I~"1 I~'1 I~1 
from which we conclude that 
I I~ n.-~"l I.~ n ~1 
I~"1 I~1 >~ 
We handle the case when 
I :n~l  I :n~' l  - - >  +~ 
IxI I~'1 
similarly. [] 
+ 6", 
A (z,k)-hypergraph f¢= (V; 81,82 . . . . .  dz) is a k-partite k-uniform hypergraph with 
vertex set V = V1 U V2 U.. • U Vk and edges divided into z not necessarily disjoint groups 
~1,~2 . . . . .  ~z. 
Definition 3.2. Let ~ = {8 ,  ~ . . . . .  ~t} be a partition of the set d~ = V1 x V2 x . . .  x I~ 
into cylinders. A (z,k)-hypergraph ~ = (V;g1,82, . . . ,Sz)  is (e, p)-regular on ~ if 
all but eN k k-tuples of ~ are in classes ~.  of ~ such that for all i E [z], 8i is 
(e, p)-regular on ~-.  Otherwise, we say that the (z, k)-hypergraph (V; ~1,82 . . . . .  8z) is 
(e, p)-irregular on ~.  
Thus, the regularity lemma may be stated as follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Let f# be a (z,k )-hypergraph on the vertex set V = V1U Vz U . . .  U Vk, 
I Vii = I V21 . . . . .  ] Vkl = N. And let e > 0 and 2 <~ p <<. k be 9iven. Then there exists a 
partition, ~: = {~,~2 . . . . .  Xt}, into cylinders o f  the k-tuples ~ = Vl × V2 ×. . .  × Vk 
such that (V;81,g2 . . . . .  8z) is (e,p)-reoular on J~:. 
Moreover, t <~ 2ph and V~i E J{', Vr E [k], I Vr(~,)l >/EhN where h ~g/E p+3. 
Our proof follows the idea of [9]. We begin with the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.4. / f  e > 0 and 0-b 0"2 . . . . .  o-x, dl, d2 . . . . .  (Ix are real numbers uch that 
x 
d=~-~.0-idi, t7 i : l ,  0-1<1 and I d l -d [>e,  
i=l i=1 
then x ( ) 
0-1 
+:  1_--77, • 
i= l  
(1) 
Proof. First observe that by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get that 
(i=~2ffidi)2~(i=~20-i)~.~=2 ffid2i"
Setting 5 =d l  -d ,  we have 
x x 
E trid2 -= O'l(d q- 6) 2 q- E tri d2" 
i=1 i=2 
Elementary computation and (2) gives, 
(~i=2 0-idi )2 
i=1 tgid2 > 0-1(d -'1- 6)2 + Eix2 0-i 
which implies (1). [] 
(2) 
Proof of Lenuna 3.3. Let e > 0 and p E [k] be fixed. The partition ~f" -- j :h  is defined 
inductively, letting off°= 8 be the first partition. 
Step n: If (V;g l  . . . . .  ~rz) is (e,p)-irregular on ~('n-l={~ffb~ff2 . . . . ,~t}  then 
there exist distinct classes, Xnl, J~r~2 . . . . .  ~nr and not necessarily distinct hypergraphs, 
8,1,8n2 .... .  8n, such that for every i C[r], g,, is (e,p)-irregular on ~ni and 
r IUi=lXn, i>eN k. For ease of notation, for each sE[r], we will say ~ffs instead 
of ~ ,  
For each s, 1 <<.s<<.r, let o,~'s = W1 x . . .  × Wk be a witness to the (e, p)-irregularity 
of 8,~ on ~¢4. Let J = {j  : Vy(J~s') ¢ V:()[rs)}. We divide the class :~s into at most 2 p 
new classes by selection for each j E J, either Wj or Vj (~)\Wj.  Note that ~ffs' is one 
of the new classes. 
Say ~ = o,~ff~ l U o~s 2U .. .  U j:2p. The new partition ~ff" is then defined to be, 
L $ ~ S ' ' ' '~  $ J / "  
Note that by Proposition 2.1, we may assume that for all s E [r], i E [2P], and j E [k], 
I 
We claim that this process must end with a partition that satisfies the theorem. 
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Define the index of a partition o,Y" = ~ tA X2 U .. .  tA ~fft as follows: 
s=l  j= l  
where #s = ]~,Y'~[/N k. Notice that for all partitions, ~ ,  indar ~z. 
In step n of the above process, we create a new partition ~n from a partition ~¢t "n-1 
if (V; g,,,gn2 . . . . .  gnz), is (e, p)-irregular on ~ffn-1, so assume this is so. We will show 
that indic, -  indjc.-~ >~c for some constant c=c(¢,p). Then since for any partition 
~ff, indx ~<z, the process will terminate giving us an upper bound on h, the number 
of steps. 
Again, suppose the parts 
~,  ~,~c2,..., ~ 
of ~" -1  and the edge sets, 
~nl, ~n2,' ' ' ,  ~nr, 
are such that for every sE[r], 8ns is (¢,p)-irregular on J~ff~, [ [ . J~]>eN k and 
= ~ffl U ~z  t_J . . .  t3 jgz~ is the new partition of ~ with ~ffl as the witness. 
We have, 
~_L~ z ~__~ 2~ z 
indw. = ind~c.-~ - #~ Z dZ,(g"J ) + Z I°'~ff~l 
s=l  j= l  s=t  i=1 j= l  
For each i and s, setting 
~-I~s l  
and replacing [~s~[/N k with kt~" a~, we get 
indx-, indar.-, ~-~. ,~-~d~(g. j )+ ~ 2Pai~ = - u~E ~E d~(e.~) .  (3) 
s=l  j= l  s= l  i=1 j= l  
Analyzing the triple sum in (3), for each s E [r], 
2 p z 2 p 
i 
i=1 j= l  i=1 j¢s 
2 p +~ i2  
i=1 
For a fixed s C [r], we first consider (5). Note that 
2 p i ,8,, 
i=1 
(4) 
(5) 
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~i2Pl i or; = 1, and [d~c:(gn,)- dxc,(gn,)l >e, since ~1 is the witness to the irregularity 
of o,Yj~. So that all the conditions of Lemma 3.4 are satisfied. Using the fact that for all 
s E [r] and i E [2P], ors 1>~e p, and the lemma, we have a lower bound on (5): 
2 p 
a~d~j(g,,,)~.d~,(g,,,) + e ~ . (6) 
i=I 
Now, considering the RHS of (4), for each j ~ s, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
Z i2  ~,, tr;d~..fl nj)>~ trid~:(Snj) = d~r,(enj ). (7) 
i=l \ i= l  
Combining (6) and (7), we have a new lower bound for the LHS of (4) 
2 p z z /2  >_ ( " ) 
" (8 )  
i=1 j=l j=l  
Combining (3) and (8) we have 
ind.:. 
s=l j=l  
rz  ( )± 
s=l j=l  s=l 
EP+ 3 
~> indic,-, + 1 - e--------7" 
We can repeat he process of splitting partitions into new partitions for at most h 
steps, where 
EP+ 3 
hl_---S-~<~z 
and thus, 
Z 
h<- -  ~p+3 
and 
t ~ (2 p)h. 
Note, by the above argument, we may alternatively use the bound: 
z 
h < ~i=1 di 
EP+3 
where di = Io'il/N k. [] 
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4. Proof of Theorem 2.3 
We begin our proof with a lemma, similar to a 1emma in [2]. 
Lemma 4.1. I f  a 9raph G is (d,f)-arranoeable, then the vertex set V(G) can be 
partitioned into d + 1 independent sets, Vl, V2 . . . . .  1~+1. 
Proof. Let vl, v2,..., vn be a (d, f)-arrangement of the vertices of G. By the induction 
hypothesis, the vertices vl, v2 .. . . .  vn_~ can be partitioned into d + 1 independents sets, 
V1, V2 . . . . .  Vd+I. Then, since INL._l(Vn)l<~d, there is a set ~ such that VjU {v,} is an 
independent set. [] 
Here, we list all constants used throughout the proof so that they can be easily 
referenced. Let 
k=d+l ,  
h' = 42kkS f535k, 
c=kh'fh'3k(h'+l) ' 
N = cn, 
1 
k f3  k 
and 
and 
m = 4kN. 
We will show that the graph Km is the Ramsey graph for G. Thus, since 
m = 4kcn 
h' = 42(d+l)(d + 1)Sf535(d+l) 
< 2L2Cd+I)(d + 1)Sf 5, 
h / + 2 ~< 216d+13f 5 
~< 223df 5. 
Thus, m <<. c( d, f )n, where 
c(d , f )  <<. 4d+l(d + 1)h'fh'3(d+l)(h'+l) 
22(d+l)(h'+2)(d + 1)h'fh' 
<~ 2(3d+2)(h' +Z)f h' 
<~ (24d f)E23~f 5, 
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and 
log z c(d, f )  < 223afS(4d + log 2 f )  
~< 224df 5" 
Let V = V1 tA/12 tA ... tA Vnk be a partition of the vertices of Km into 4 k sets of N 
vertices each. Suppose the edges of Km = H tA H are 2-colored, red and blue. 
For 
z= (42), 
we create z, 4k-uniform, 4k-partite hypergraphs on the vertex set V in the following 
way. Consider only the edges of H. For each pair, i,j, 1 <~i<j<<.4 k, let Hi, j be the 
bipartite graph which is the subgraph of H on the vertex set Vi tA Vj which has the 
edge set E(Hi,j) = {{x,y} EE(H): x E ~, y C Vj}. Then we can construct a hypergraph 
(V;gi j )  corresponding to the bipartite graph Hid. The edges gi, j will consist of the 
edges from Hij extended in all possible ways to the vertices in V\(V/tA Vj) so that 
each edge consists of one vertex from each set V1, V2,..., Vnk. Relabeling subscripts, we 
have the graphs (V; gl, g2, '",  gz), with z = (42k). 
We apply the regularity lemma, Lemma 3.3, to (V; 81,82,... ,gz) with e = 1/(kf3k), 
as given above, and p=2.  There are many (e, 2 )-regular classes, we select just one, 
call it ~ .  They .~ is a cylinder such that Vi, [V/(3C)] ~>ehN, where 
z 42k = 42kkSf535k =ht" 
For all pairs, i,j, 1 <~i<j<~4 k, denote by JY~(Hi,j), the bipartite graph induced by 
the vertex sets V/i(3ff) and Vj()ff) in the subgraph Hid. As a consequence of the 
construction of the graphs, (V; gl,g2 . . . . .  ~z), we see that J~ff(Hi, j) must be e-regular 
for Hi,j, since if not, the part )ff would be (e,2)-irregular for gi,j. 
Next, consider the auxiliary complete graph on 4 k vertices which corresponds to the 
sets V1,/I2 .. . . .  V4k. This graph has vertices, {1,2 .. . . .  4 k} and all (4k) edges. For a bi- 
partite graph G=(A tAB, E), let d(G)=d(A,B)= [E[/[A x B]. We color the edge {i,j} 
1 white if d(3f'(Hi,j))< ½ and green if d(J~ff(Hi, j))>~ ½. Notice that if d(o,~(Hi, j))< ~, 
then d(JY'(Hi,j))>~½ and since Jg(Hi,j) is e-regular, Jg(~.,j) is also e-regular. 
By a theorem of Erd6s and Szekeres [7], 
r(k,k)<<.(2k52)<4k. 
So, there must exist a Kk in the auxiliary graph, monochromatic in either white or 
green with k vertices, S _C [4k]. Let H* have the vertices 
V(H*) = tA Z~(~). 
ics 
If it is green then let H* be the induced subgraph of H with vertex set V(H*) and if 
the Kk is white then let H* be the induced subgraph in f f  on V(H*). 
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In this way, we have shown the existence of a subgraph H* of Km which is k-partite 
and has the property that each pair of partite sets are e-regular and have edge density 
at least ! 2" 
Assume now that the vertices of H* are A--A1 0A2 0 ..- OAk. We will proceed to 
embed G in H*. 
Let Vl,V2,...,vn be the (d, f )-arrangement of V(G) and V~,/I2 . . . . .  Vk the k indepen- 
dent sets guaranteed by Lemma 4.1. 
To construct G in H*, we proceed inductively to choose vertices wl,w2 . . . . .  wn 
from H* so that for each i E [n], the following conditions hold. (Essentially these 
same conditions are given in [3] and again in [2].) 
(a) If l<~<iandv~EV 8 for some l<~fl~<k, thenw~EA 8. 
(b) If 1 <~1 <~2~<i and v~v~ 2 EE(G) then w~w~ 2 E E(H*). 
(c) If i<~'~<n, V(~t',i)={w~: l<~ot<~i, v~v~, EE(G)}, x=iV(ot',i)[, and v~, E Vt~ for 
some 1 ~<fl~<k, then AI~ contains a subset A~ having at least IA8[/3 x vertices so 
that every vertex in A~ is adjacent to every w~ E V(~ ~, i). 
The first condition merely says that for each i the vertices from independent set Vi 
will be chosen from partite set Ai of H*. The second condition says that the map 
v; ~ w~ will embed G in H*. The third condition is the hardest o grasp. It says that 
when choosing w;, we ensure that for each ~1 >i, there are plenty of candidates for 
w~, that are adjacent to each w~, 1 ~<~<i whenever v~,v~ EE(G). 
Suppose Wl,W2 .. . . .  wi have been chosen to satisfy conditions (a)-(c). We will pro- 
ceed to find a suitable choice for wi+l. 
Assume vi+l E VSo so that ASo does not contain a vertex from V(i+ 1,i). Let A' be /~0 
the subset of As0 consisting of those vertices adjacent o every w~ E V(i + 1, i). With 
the choice of any vertex of A'80 as Wi+l, conditions (a) and (b) clearly hold. However, 
more care is needed to ensure that condition (c) is satisfied. It is clear that in choosing 
wi+l from A ~ 80 we need only be concerned with those values ~' >i  + 1 for which 
v~,vi+l EE(G) since if i+  1 <~t~<n and v~,vi+l ([E(G) then V(~, i+  1)= V(~t~,i) and 
so condition (c) is satisfied by the induction hypothesis. 
Let ~' ENgi+l(Vi+l) and suppose ~E VI~. Then v~,vi+l EE(G) and fl¢flo. Set x '= 
[ V(~', i + 1 )[ = 1 + [ V(~', i)[. By the induction hypothesis, there exists A~ C A 8 such that 
[A~[ >~ [A8]/3 x'-l, and each vertex in A~ is adjacent o each vertex in V(~',i). Then, 
since [ V(~',i + 1)[ ~<d, 1/3 x'-I/> 1/3 d-I ~> 1/3 k >e, it follows that [A~] >~eiA~[. 
We also know that ]A~oi>~eIA#o I by the induction hypothesis. Thus, we use the 
e-regularity of As0 and A/~ to conclude that fewer than eIASo [ of the vertices in A ~ 80 are 
adjacent to fewer than (1 _ e)IA~[ of the vertices in A~. For, suppose this is not true. 
Let A C A/~ 0, IAI ~>elA/~0[ such that each vertex in A is adjacent to fewer than (~1 __ E.)IA/jIt 
vertices of A~ then 
E(A,A~) (1/2-e)IAI-]A~[ 1 
IAI • [A~] IAI.IA'~I 2 
But, since d(A~,Al~o)>~ 1, we have a contradiction. 
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Now, if ~ ' ,~">i  + 1, ~',~d'6 Vt~ for some fl~flo and NLi+,(~')=NLi+,(~") then 
V(o~',i+ 1)= V(~",i+ 1) and so if we choose wi+l so that condition (c) holds for ~t' it 
holds for at" using the same set A~ CA& Then, since [{NL,+,(v~): v~ 6NR,+~(i+ 1)}1 ~<f, 
for each fl ~ fl0, there are at most f distinct sets V(~, i + 1 ) such that ct 6 V& 
Thus, we eliminate fewer than 
(k -  1)felASo [
vertices in A' 8o as candidates for Wi+l. The remaining vertices in A~o have the property 
that if ~' ENR,+,(vi+I) and or' E V 8, [V(od, i + 1)[ =x  = [V(~',i)[ + 1 then At~ contains a 
subset A~ such that 
[A~I~> (1/2~_~)1A81 >~ lapl 
3 x , 
and every vertex in A~ is adjacent o every vertex in V(~, i + 1). 
Also we must be sure not to select any vertex in A'8o that has been previously 
selected. There are at most n - 1 of  these. 
Thus, we need to ensure that 
IA~o I ~>(k - 1)felA#o ] + n. 
But [A~0 [/> [A#o I/3 x, where x ~< d = k -  1, n = N/c, [A/~ o[ >~ ehN, and h t >>. h. So we need 
only show that 
1 
3k_l >/(k-  1)fe + --ceh, 
or 
3k-1 
C~> eh,(1 _ e(k - 1)f3k-1)" 
Plugging in e = l/k f3  k, we see that we need 
3k-l(kf3k)h'3k 
c>_. 
2k+ 1 
and with our choice of c = kh'fh'3 k(h'+O, the above inequality is satisfied. 
Thus, there exists an appropriate vertex Wi+l in A' that satisfies condition (c ) .  80 
For part (b) of the theorem, we note that when A(G)<<.D, G is (D,D)-arrangeable. 
So that in this case, 
h' + 2 ~ 42(D+I)(D q- 1)1°28(D+l) 
~< 2 20D+12 
and the constant 
c(D) = 4D+l(D + 1)h'+lDh'3(D+l)(h'+l) 
<~ (D + 1)2(h'+1)2 2(D+l)(h' +2) 
< 2(3'6D+2)(h'+2). 
log 2 c(D) <~ 23°D. [] 
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